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ABSTRAKT  

Hintergrund: Extreme Umwelten wie klimatische Exposition, außergewöhnliche physische Belastung, oder 

Schwerelosigkeit, fordern die menschliche Anpassungsfähigkeit und Resilienz heraus. Wohlbefinden und 

Leistungsfähigkeit können mittels kardialer autonomer Modulation, gemessen durch Herzratenvariabilität 

(HRV), unter Extrembedingungen wie Ultramarathon oder Bettruhe in Kopftieflage erfasst werden. Höhere 

vagale Aktivität ist mit besserer Ausdauer und Leistung assoziiert, und auch hochintensives Intervalltraining 

kann parasympathische Prädominanz und autonomes Gleichgewicht steigern. Diese Dissertation erforschte 

die Bedeutung von morgendlicher Kurzzeit-HRV-Messung unter Extrembedingungen. Eine höhere 

Vagusaktivität und erhaltenes autonomes Gleichgewicht infolge von Ausdauer- und Intervalltraining wurden 

erwartet. Zudem sollte die Assoziation zwischen Parasympathikus-Aktivität sowie Wohlbefinden, und 

Anpassungs- sowie Leistungsfähigkeit in extremen Umwelten dargestellt werden. 

Methodik: Die morgendliche Kurzzeit-HRV wurde durch Herzfrequenzaufzeichnungen erfasst. HRV-

Messung (liegende und stehende Position) vor dem Wettkampf wurde, in Relation mit dem Trainingsstatus, 

zur Leistungsvorhersage in Teilnehmern (n=25) eines 100 km langen Ultramarathons (gehend) verwendet. 

Veränderungen in HRV-Indizes (liegend) und psychometrischen Korrelaten wurden während eines 690 km 

langen subarktischen Ultramarathons (n=16) analysiert. Zudem wurden zeitlicher Verlauf und 

Veränderungen in HRV-Indizes (liegend) und orthostatischer Toleranz während 60-tägiger Bettruhe in 

Kopftieflage (n=23) in einer Kontroll-, als auch einer Intervalltrainingsgruppe, untersucht. 

Ergebnisse: HRV-Ausgangswerte zwischen Finishers und Nicht-Finishers (Teilnehmer, die das Ziel nicht 

erreichten) beider Ultramarathons waren vergleichbar. Eine höhere Wettkampfgeschwindigkeit war im 

gehenden Ultramarathon mit einem größerem Abfall vagaler Aktivität während aktivem Aufstehen 

assoziiert. Bei besser vs. schlechter trainierten Athleten stellte sich ein höherer Parasympathikus-Tonus im 

Stehen dar (HFnu +11.5, p 0.01). Während einem subarktischem Ultramarathon nahm die Vagusaktivität im 

Liegen infolge der schweren Belastungen ab, erholte sich aber teilweise direkt nach dem Rennen. Eine 

niedrigere Ruhe-Herzfrequenz (repräsentativ für Vagusaktivität) war zudem mit höherer Geschwindigkeit 

assoziiert (r -0.6, p 0.04). Zudem spiegelten HRV-Messungen den zeitlichen Verlauf und das Ausmaß von 

autonomer Dysbalance und orthostatischer Intoleranz (teils persistierend) während und infolge von Bettruhe 

wider. Regelmäßiges Training konnte dies jedoch abmildern und die Vagusaktivität erhalten.  

Fazit: HRV-Ausgangswerte konnten partiell zur Vorhersage von Ultramarathonleistung verwendet werden, 

wobei ein orthostatischer Test zusätzliche Information über die dynamische autonome Anpassungsfähigkeit 

lieferte. Kontinuierliche HRV-Messungen repräsentierten das Ausmaß und den zeitlichen Verlauf von HRV-

Detrimenten und orthostatischer Intoleranz während Bettruhe, welche durch Intervalltraining abgemildert 

werden konnten. Die morgendliche Kurzzeit-HRV-Messung stellt somit eine einfache, schnell anwendbare 

nichtinvasive Methode zur Überwachung von Leistungs- und Anpassungsfähigkeit sowie Wohlbefinden in 

extremen Umwelten dar. Kardiale autonome Modulation, und ihre dynamische Adaptabilität, spielen 

zusammenfassend eine entscheidende Rolle für die menschliche Anpassungsfähigkeit und Resilienz. 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: Extreme environments, like climatic exposition, arduous exercise, or microgravity, pose great 

challenges for human adaptability and resilience. Cardiac autonomic modulation in terms of Heart Rate 

Variability (HRV) may serve to monitor wellbeing and performance during extraordinary challenges, e.g., 

ultramarathon competition or head-down tilt (HDT) bed rest. Higher vagal drive relates to wellbeing and 

better endurance training status, and high-intensity interval training may also enhance parasympathetic 

predominance and preserve autonomic balance. This dissertation investigated the value of short-term 

morning HRV assessment under strenuous conditions. Hypothetically, greater parasympathetic drive, 

maintained autonomic balance and orthostatic tolerance, would be observed through both endurance exercise 

and interval training. Also, the association between vagal drive and wellbeing with better adaptivity and 

greater performance in extreme environments was aimed to be established. 

Methods: Heart rate (HR) recordings (at morning) served to assess short-term HRV indices. Performance 

prediction by pre-race HRV in supine and standing position, related to training experience, was analyzed in 

competitors (n=25) of a 100 km walking ultramarathon. Additionally, changes in supine HRV and 

psychometric correlates were investigated throughout a 690 km subarctic ultramarathon (n=16). Finally, the 

time-course and extent of changes in supine HRV and orthostatic reactivity promoted through 60-day HDT 

were investigated (n=23) in subjects undergoing high-intensity exercise, and control subjects. 

Results: Pre-race HRV was comparable between finishers and non-finishers (who withdrew before course 

completion) in both ultramarathons. In walking ultramarathon athletes, a higher decrease in pre-race vagal 

drive during position change predicted greater velocity. Standing vagal drive was higher in better vs. poorly 

trained competitors (HFnu +11.5, p 0.01). During subarctic ultramarathon, supine vagal drive significantly 

decreased due to in-race challenges but partly recovered in successful athletes directly post-race. A lower 

baseline resting HR (representing higher parasympathetic drive) predicted a greater velocity (r -0.6, p 0.04). 

Furthermore, HRV assessment served to monitor the extent and time-course of cardiovascular 

deconditioning with impaired autonomic balance and orthostatic intolerance (partly persisting post-HDT) 

through HDT without countermeasures. Regular exercise mitigated detriments, thus preserving vagal drive. 

Conclusion: Baseline supine HRV may partly predict ultramarathon performance, with additional 

information on dynamic autonomic adaptability through orthostatism. Continuous HRV measurements 

mirrored the extent and time-course of detriments promoted by HDT, which were mitigated through 

exercise. The non-invasive and easily implemented short-term morning HRV measurement sensitively 

depicted physiological responses to different extreme environments. It may therefore serve to monitor 

performance, adaptability, and wellbeing, ultimately relating to adaptive capacity and resilience. 
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1. BACKGROUND  

Continuous reactive adaptation to current organismic demands and external stressors characterizes the 

human physiology (1, 2). This adaptivity can be investigated through assessment of cardiac autonomic 

control in terms of Heart Rate Variability (HRV), as HRV, and specifically vagal tone modulations, may 

mirror human adaptivity and resilience (3-5). Cardiac autonomic control consists of the balanced interplay 

of the parasympathetic and the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), thus adjusting 

the heart rate (HR) to acute requirements and conditions (6). Generally, enhanced vagal activity promotes a 

decreased HR, whereas greater sympathovagal balance increases the HR (6). At rest, and in healthy subjects, 

vagal drive predominates (6). As HRV typically exhibits sex differences, women display greater indices of 

parasympathetic tone and total HRV, whereas in men, a shift in sympathovagal balance towards sympathetic 

predominance can be observed (7). Conversely, reduced vagal drive and total HRV are related to 

pathological states, such as cardiovascular deconditioning, adverse outcomes and increased mortality (6).  

HRV assessment as a fast, non-invasive and easily implemented tool has gained interest in both clinical 

applications (e.g., cardiovascular and metabolic diseases) (6) and sport sciences, exemplarily, for athletic 

monitoring (8). Usually, HR recordings to assess HRV in athletes are implemented in the morning upon 

awakening and during supine rest (9). Performing an orthostatic challenge (i.e., position change from supine 

to upright) during the recording may provide additional information, as a light and persistent shift towards 

increased sympathovagal balance is promoted through orthostatism (10). The resulting assessment may then 

more sensitively reflect training status and predict performance (10, 11). Also, an athlete’s current training 

status, and the point in the training period when he is performing, should be considered, as HRV changes 

depend on training periodization and a “spot evaluation” may thus have poor significance (12). The specific 

type of training also influences the corresponding HRV parameter changes (13), while endurance athletes 

particularly present higher indices of total HRV, as well as vagal drive (with lower resting HR), at rest  

(9, 13, 14). These adaptations have been observed to directly correlate with the amount of endurance training 

(e.g., greater distance, longer training time) (14-16). However, not only prolonged aerobic exercise, but also 

high-intensity interval training may promote increased total HRV and vagal drive (17) in healthy subjects, 

as well as cardiovascularly deconditioned patients. Additional benefits include enhanced aerobic capacity, 

improved left-ventricular and vasomotor function, as well as optimized blood pressure (BP) profile (18, 19). 

Thus, high-intensity short duration exercise may both enhance total HRV and vagal predominance and 

mitigate cardiovascular deconditioning with altered autonomic control and orthostatic intolerance.  

Also, HRV assessment may serve for performance prediction (13). Previous studies observed a higher 

resting vagal drive at baseline to predict better endurance performance, such as faster race times, or greater 

distance covered (20, 21). Pre-race HRV measurements may also allow differentiation between more and 

less successful participants, such as finishers vs. non-finishers, who withdraw before race completion and 

possibly experience adverse events (21, 22). This is especially relevant in ultramarathon, which is defined 

by course lengths exceeding marathon distance (i.e., 42.195 km) (22). Ultramarathon competition has gained 
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substantial interest over the past years (23). With distances up to 1000 km and durations over 20 days (24), 

athletes undergo extremely prolonged and strenuous exercise. Also, ultramarathons may account for extreme 

altitudes or elevation gains (25), and arduous weather conditions, such as great heat (26), or subarctic 

climates (27). In addition, competitors face impaired resting conditions, as they mostly sleep on the track or 

in primitive checkpoint facilities, and thus experience severe sleep deprivation (28). Therefore, 

ultramarathon is an excellent model to study the human adaptive potential under extreme and adverse 

conditions (29). This can be investigated through HRV assessment, which may mirror  

adaptability (3) and resilience (5), and serve to recognize higher performing athletes already pre-race (22). 

Yet, what is the greater value of investigating human physiology in extreme environments? Considering 

aggravating environmental challenges and destruction of various living spaces (30), exploring alternative 

habitats in deep space may become necessary (31). This ultimately leads to the question how humans will 

adapt and cope in the environment of space habitats (32). Consequently, earth-based research on the human 

adaptive potential in extreme conditions and adverse environments is vital (33). This is exemplarily 

performed in arduous climatic surroundings, or during extraordinary physical challenges (e.g., 

ultramarathon), as well as during simulated adverse conditions, like prolonged microgravity (9). 

Weightlessness exposure promotes various detriments, such as musculoskeletal deconditioning (32) and 

cardiovascular decompensation displayed by increased resting HR, altered autonomic balance with reduced 

total HRV and parasympathetic predominance, as well as orthostatic intolerance (34, 35). Implementation 

of 6° head-down tilt (HDT) during prolonged bed rest (i.e., head-down bed rest) is considered the most 

significant microgravity analog (36, 37). Similar to volume centralization observable in spaceflight, 

comparable cardiovascular deconditioning during HDT is promoted by fluid shifts in the upper  

body (36, 37). Additionally, bed rest serves to investigate consequences of immobilization, which is a 

common feature of hospitalization especially in elder patients and holds great clinical importance (38), 

considering that inactivity presents one of the major death causes in western regions (39). However, previous 

studies have not yet determined an exact time-course of cardiovascular and cardiac autonomic 

deconditioning promoted by prolonged immobilization and microgravity (simulation) (40). Therefore, 

assessing physiological consequences of inactivity and developing effective countermeasures is crucial both 

for public health and rehabilitation concepts, as well as upcoming deep space missions. Exercise may 

counteract detrimental effects of microgravity, such as musculoskeletal and cardiovascular deconditioning 

(33, 41). Still, training usually needs to be combined with additional treatments, such as volume loading or 

whole-body vibration (32, 42), to effectively mitigate said detriments. Short-duration high-intensity training 

represents a promising approach, but has rarely been studied in spaceflight and earth-based analogs (43). 

To summarize, HRV assessment holds clinical importance in the diagnosis and prospective observation of 

pathological conditions. Also, it may be used to monitor wellbeing and adaptive capacity under extreme 

conditions, as well as to predict adaptivity and performance. This dissertation investigated the value of short-

term morning HRV assessment, a fast, easily implemented, and non-invasive diagnostic tool, in extreme 
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environments. First, the benefit of pre-race HRV assessment to contextualize endurance training experience 

and for performance prediction in ultramarathon was analyzed. Also, changes in HRV indices and 

psychological correlates over the course of an extreme ultra-endurance competition were assessed. Said 

analyses were performed in both a 100 km race in eastern Germany, and a 690 km competition in the 

subarctic Yukon Territory. Further, changes in HRV indices and hemodynamics in subjects participating in 

a 60-day head down bed rest trial undergoing regular lower body interval training in simulated microgravity, 

compared to a control group, were investigated. It was hypothesized that greater indices of vagal drive, and 

maintained autonomic balance and orthostatic tolerance, would be observed in subjects with better 

endurance training experience, as well as through short-duration high-intensity exercise. Also, subjects who 

would better cope with strenuous conditions and perform greater were again expected to display enhanced 

vagal drive and wellbeing. Finally, short-term morning HRV assessment was speculated to depict 

physiological responses to extreme environments and thus mirror human adaptive ability and resilience. 

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

This joint investigation consists of three different studies. Two separate trials were performed in two 

respectively different ultramarathon races [Study A (44) and B (45)], and the third investigation took place 

in a 60-day HDT trial [Study C (46)]. 

2.1 Study A [Subarctic Ultramarathon: Cardio-Regulation and Mood in the Yukon Arctic Ultra 

(YAU)] 

This study (44) was performed as part of a larger investigation regarding “Physiological changes of 

participants of the Yukon Arctic Ultra – an ultramarathon in extremely cold climate”. The Montane® Yukon 

Arctic Ultra (YAU) annually proceeds in the beginning of February in the Canadian Yukon Territory, where 

a total distance of 690 km must be covered in ≤14 days. Especially the first and last segments of the race 

display significant elevation gains (up to 1000 m), and athletes face the extreme climate of subarctic winter 

(temperatures as low as -47°C and air humidity up to 100%; no significant difference in weather conditions 

between editions). Medical screenings are regularly performed at 10 checkpoints which are distributed along 

the course (mostly ~50 km apart), and participants may be excluded due to medical conditions, such as 

severe frostbite. Apart from the checkpoints, which consist of mere tents or indoor facilities, athletes make 

resting and eating arrangements outside on the track, whilst pulling their gear on a sled-like “pulka” (44).  

Subjects were recruited through information material distributed by the race organizers, whereas all 

competitors were eligible for study inclusion. During 4–5 days before the race, volunteers met with the 

investigators, could ask further questions, and gave their written informed consent. The study was approved 

by the ethics committee of the Charité University of Medicine, Berlin (document number EA4/109/12) and 

all measurements and procedures complied with the Declaration of Helsinki (54th Revision 2008, Korea). 

As all subjects had previously participated in marathons and/or ultramarathons (maximal distance:  

478 ± 219 km), they were considered experienced athletes (44). Table 1 depicts subject characteristics. 
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Subject recruitment and experimental protocol are depicted in detail in Figure 1A. Assessments took place 

during the 3 race-preceding days (PRE), after 277 km at an in-race checkpoint (During 1, D1), after 383 km 

at an in-race checkpoint (During 2, D2), and after 690 km at the finish (post-race, POST). Checkpoints were 

chosen due to essential practical concerns that would allow measurements, such as indoors facilities and 

accessibility by car (44). At baseline (PRE), anthropometric data was collected, and 15-min beat-to-beat HR 

FIGURE 1. Study Protocol. Study design and respective measurements employed in the YAU [(A); adapted 

from (44)], MM [(B); adapted from (45)] and RSL study [(C); adapted from (46)]. 
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recordings were performed during supine rest (mentioned respectively as SUP) upon awakening (between 5 

and 10 a.m. after ≤6–8 h sleep) using the widely applied and validated for HRV assessment HR monitor 

RS800CX (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) (47). Athletes were lying on a bed or sleeping mattress, and 

attention was dedicated to providing a quiet and agreeable environment with reduced light and comfortable 

temperature. Participants were advised to breathe normally, avoid speaking and moving, and to refrain from 

consuming food, beverages or stimulating agents in the 2 h before the measurement (44). On the morning of 

the race start, psychometric scales were administered. At in-race checkpoints or the finish, after rest (≤6 – 

8 h) upon awakening, HR recordings, and psychometric assessment again took place. As for psychometrics, 

the Borg scale and the Profile of Mood States (POMS) were assessed [amongst others, see (44)]. The Borg 

scale served to determine subjective “Total Quality of Recovery” (Borg TQR) and consists of a 6–20 

numerical scale (6 = “very, very poor recovery”; 20 = “very, very good recovery”) (48). The Profile of Mood 

States administered in the short form (POMS-SF) (49) is highly validated for athletic monitoring and may 

correlate with both HRV indices and performance (50, 51). Athletes were requested to classify the extent of 

“mood states” experienced in the last hours on a 1–5 numerical scale (1 = “not at all”; 5 = “extremely”). 

Sub-scores were then summarized to provide a total score for each main mood dimension: Vigor (the only 

positive dimension), Tension, Fatigue, Depression, Confusion and Anger (all negative dimensions) (44, 49). 

Study Group  Age, y Weight, kg Height, cm BMI, kg/m2 

 

YAU 
 

ALL  
 

(n=16; ♂ 12 ♀ 4) 
 

39 ± 10 
 

75 ± 12 
 

175 ± 8 
 

24.3 ± 3.1 
 

FIN 
 

(n=10; ♂ 7 ♀ 3) 

 

40 ± 9 
 

74 ± 12 
 

174 ± 8 
 

24.5 ± 3.5 
 

NON  
 

(n=6; ♂ 5 ♀ 1) 

 

36 ± 10 
 

76 ± 14 
 

177 ± 10 
 

23.9 ± 2.4 
 

MM 
 

ALL 

 

(n=25; ♂ 15 ♀ 10) 

 

36 ± 12 
 

71 ± 10 
 

177 ± 9 
 

22.6 ± 1.5 
 

FIN  
 

(n=14; ♂ 10 ♀ 4) 

 

35 ± 12 
 

71 ± 11 
 

177 ± 10 
 

22.6 ± 1.5 
 

NON  
 

(n=11; ♂ 5 ♀ 6) 

 

36 ± 13 
 

70 ± 10 
 

176 ± 8 
 

22.6 ± 1.5 
 

RSL 
 

ALL 

 

(n=23; ♂ 23) 

 

29 ± 6 
 

77 ± 7 
 

181 ± 6 
 

23.5 ± 1.9 

 

TRAIN  
 

(n=12; ♂ 12) 

 

30 ± 7 
 

78 ± 7 
 

181 ± 7 
 

23.6 ± 1.8 

 

CTRL 
 

(n=11; ♂ 11) 

 

28 ± 6 
 

76 ± 8 
 

181 ± 5 
 

23.4 ± 2.0 

 

TABLE 1. Subject characteristics in YAU, MM and RSL studies. Data reported as mean ± SD for all subject 

samples (ALL) and subgroups (FIN, NON; TRAIN, CTRL; see section 2.5 for details on subgroup assignment). 

No significant differences between subgroups. 

2.2 Study B [Supine and Standing HRV in Training: The Mammutmarsch (MM)] 

This study (45) was conducted as part of a larger investigation called “Baseline characteristics, performance 

predictors and physiological changes in a 100 km walking ultramarathon”. The Mammutmarsch (MM) 

annually proceeds in May near Berlin (Germany), while the 100 km course leads over paved streets and 

forest trails (elevation gains <100 m) and must be completed by walking only in ≤24 h, resulting in a very 

prolonged, but low-intensity exercise. Competitors exhibit a wide range of training levels and experience, 

and the MM is considered an amateur ultramarathon. A call among competitors in the years 2015, 2016 and 

2018 was distributed through information material sent out by the race organizers, as well as social networks. 
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Interested athletes contacted the study team and were personally invited to the laboratory. All potential 

subjects received information material about the study design and were able to ask questions before giving 

their written and informed consent to participate (see Table 1 for subject characteristics). The study complied 

with the Declaration of Helsinki (54th Revision 2008, Korea) and was approved by the ethics committee of 

the Charité University of Medicine, Berlin (document number EA1/163/14) (45).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 2. Performance data. Data reported as mean ± SD for all competitors (ALL), as well as athlete 

subgroups FIN and NON (see section 2.5 for details on subgroup assignment). *: significant difference between 

subgroups (p <0.05). §: trend to significant difference between subgroups (p <0.1>0.05). 

Subject recruitment and experimental protocol are reported in detail in Figure 1B. During the 7 days 

preceding the race (between 8 and 12 a.m.), pre-race data collection took place in a laboratory at the Charité 

Berlin. All subjects were instructed to avoid exhausting training and not consume coffee, alcohol, or other 

stimulants, during the previous 12 h. First, anthropometric data were assessed, then beat-to-beat HR was 

recorded for 12 min in supine (SUP), and, upon verbal instruction, for 6 min in standing (mentioned as STD) 

position in a quiet and comfortable room at constant ambient temperature. HR recordings were performed 

with a validated HR monitor (Polar RS800CX) and during the measurement, participants were advised to 

breathe normally and avoid speaking and moving (45). After the competition, a questionnaire was sent to all 

athletes, to assess their individual performance in the Mammutmarsch, as well as training experience. 

Subjects provided their total accomplished distance and time, as well as specific reasons for withdrawal 

before race completion (if applicable). Also, they stated details about their training experience and fitness 

level in a standardized form, as they were required to declare the total distance of endurance training 

(walking or running) per week, mentioned here as km/week, in the 6 months preceding the race. Then, 

training experience was characterized based on the resulting median of the weekly training km  

(24.5 km/week). Thus, athletes were either categorized as highly (HT: ≥24.5 km/week; n=12) or poorly 

trained (PT: <24.5 km/week; n=12). Also, subjects rated their subjective endurance training status at the 

time of the MM on a 10-point Likert scale (0 = “extremely poor”; 10 = “excellent”) (45).  

2.3 Study C [High-Intensity Exercise Mitigates Cardiovascular Deconditioning (RSL)] 

This study (46) was performed as part of the European Space Agency (ESA) sponsored study “Reactive 

jumps in a Sledge jump system as a countermeasure during Long-term bed rest – RSL Study” at the DLR 

:envihab [German Aerospace Agency (DLR), Cologne, Germany] between 2015 and 2016. The study was 

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (54th Revision 2008, Korea) and approved by the 

Study Group Distance, km Time, h Velocity, km/h 
 

YAU 
 

  ALL 

 

352 ± 107 
 

217 ± 79 
 

2.8 ± 0.7 
 

  FIN 

 

690 ± 0 * 
 

268 ± 30 * 
 

2.6 ± 0.3 
 

  NON 

 

367 ± 105 
 

131 ± 57 
 

3.1 ± 1.0 
 

MM 
 

  ALL 

 

85 ± 18 
 

19 ± 6 
 

4.9 ± 1.2 
 

  FIN 

 

100 ± 0 * 
 

23 ± 2 * 
 

4.4 ± 0.4 § 
 

  NON 

 

67 ± 9 
 

13 ± 4 
 

5.4 ± 1.7 
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ethics committee of the Ärztekammer Nordrhein in Duesseldorf (Germany). Potential subjects received an 

information session, followed by extensive psychological and medical screenings (52). After giving written 

informed consent to partake in the investigation, 24 men enrolled in the study. Subjects (n=23; see section 

2.5 and Table 1 for subject characteristics) were randomly allocated to a training (TRAIN; n=12, who 

performed regular short-duration high-intensity exercise involving the lower body during HDT), and a 

control group (CTRL; n=11, no countermeasures) (46). The training was performed in a sledge jump system 

(Novotec Medical GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany): subjects were lying in supine position on a lightweight 

sledge sliding on rails and fixed to their body with shoulder straps. As cylinders pull the sledge towards foot 

plates, subjects performed countermovement jumps. The training protocol started at the first day of HDT 

and took place 5–6 times/week for ~20 min, while the average load accounted for ≥80% of body  

weight (46). Further details about the sledge system and training protocol are reported by Kramer et al. (52).  

Figure 1C depicts subject recruitment details and experimental protocol. Baseline anthropometric data was 

collected during 15 days before the start (BDC-15) of the 60-day bed rest (which was followed by 15 days of 

recovery). Hemodynamic and autonomic cardiovascular data were collected on the 2nd (HDT2), 28th 

(HDT28) and 56th day (HDT56) of HDT, to evaluate short-, mid- and long-term effects. Also, all data were 

collected at baseline 7 days before the start of HDT (BDC-7) and 10 days after the end of HDT (R+10) in both 

supine (SUP) and sitting (mentioned as SIT) position, to assess the response to orthostatic stress. Blood 

pressure (BP) was assessed via continuous finger plethysmography and beat-to-beat HR was recorded with 

one-lead ECG (both sampled at 200 Hz). All measurements took place between 9 and 12 a.m. (>18 h after 

previous exercise) and lasted for ≥10 min in each position. Subjects were instructed not to consume caffeine 

during the preceding 4 h, and were advised not to move, talk, or fall asleep during the recordings (46). 

2.4 HRV Assessment 

All ECG and BP series (in the RSL study) were inspected by an experienced operator using a distinctive 

software (Kubios HRV ver. 2.1, Kuopio, Finland). Premature beats or artifacts were removed with the filter 

adjusted at the “low” level and threshold set at <0.3 % of beats recognized as artifacts (53). Only files of 

sufficient length were considered: ≥15 min in the YAU, ≥18 min in the MM, and ≥20 min (for BDC-7 and 

R+10) or ≥10 min (for HDT2, HDT28, HDT56) in the RSL study. To standardize the analysis, the last 10 min 

(YAU), or the last 10- and 5-min (MM), and the last 10-min segments (RSL) for each body position were 

chosen for HRV analysis and converted in the normal-to-normal (NN) interval series. Then, HRV could be 

assessed as validated indices of cardiac autonomic modulation based on time-, frequency-domain and 

complexity (54). Regarding time-domain, NN50 statistics (reflecting the rate of vagal “outflow bursts”) (55) 

were calculated: the hourly number of increases (NN50+) or decreases (NN50–) between consecutive NN 

intervals >50 ms (55), and the percentage of such differences regarding the total number of NN intervals 

(pNN50+ and pNN50–) (56). In the frequency domain, high frequency (HF) band, which derives from vagal 

drive and is synchronous with respiratory sinus arrhythmia, was assessed (reported as normalized units, i.e., 

HFnu, in the MM study) (54). Also, low frequency (LF) band (depending on both vagal and sympathovagal 
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activity) was computed (54). Thus, the LF/HF ratio, reflecting sympathovagal balance, was assessed (54). 

Regarding non-linear and complexity analysis, HR sample entropy (SampEn) was analyzed. It determines 

the irregularity of NN interval series and indicates greater vagal drive or sympathovagal deactivation (57). 

Furthermore, both the short-term (α1) and long-term (α2) self-similarity coefficient of NN intervals were 

analyzed by detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) (58). Both parameters, here mentioned as DFA1 and 

DFA2, derive from vagal activity, as increased sympathovagal balance or decreased vagal drive promote 

higher DFA1 (59). The DFA2 may be associated with higher alertness and influenced by sleep stages (60). 

In the RSL study, breathing rate was assessed as the central frequency of the power spectrum of the ECG-

derived respiration signal (61). Except for manually calculated NN50 statistics, all HRV indices were 

assessed with the free available Kubios HRV software, which is widely used in sports sciences (53).  

2.5 Statistics 

All data are reported as arithmetic means ± standard deviations (m ± SD) in the YAU and MM study or 

marginal means ± standard error (m ± SE) in the RSL study, if not otherwise stated. A log-transformation 

was applied to frequency domain indices in order to attain normal distribution (62) in the YAU and RSL 

study. The significance level was set at p <0.05.  

2.5.1 Specific Statistics in the YAU and MM Study 

From 27 enrolled competitors in the YAU, 16 were included in the statistical analysis (Fig. 1A). Due to the 

extreme race conditions, several participants withdrew before course completion. Thus, the entire sample 

(ALL) was divided into finishers (FIN: athletes who reached the 690 km finish, complete measurements 

available until POST) and non-finishers (NON: athletes who withdrew before course completion; all 

measurements available until D1). According to the distribution, changes in HRV parameters and 

psychometric measurements over the entire racecourse in FIN were tested with one-way repeated measures 

analysis of variance (One-Way RM ANOVA) and post-hoc Student’s-Newman-Keuls-Test, or Friedman 

ANOVA on ranks with post-hoc Tukey’s Test. As all competitors reached the first checkpoint, two-way 

repeated measures ANOVA (Two-Way RM ANOVA) served to directly compare both groups regarding 

PRE and D1 (44). Data from 25 participants in the MM were eligible for the analysis (Fig. 1B). The entire 

sample (ALL, n=25) was divided into subgroups: athletes who reached the 100 km finish were categorized 

as “finishers” (FIN), and subjects who prematurely withdrew were classified as “non-finishers” (NON). 

Also, athletes were assigned into dichotomous variables (HT: highly trained, and PT: poorly trained, see  

section 2.2) regarding self-reported training volume by using standard median split technique. The difference 

in HRV indices due to position change during HR recording (SUP vs. STD) was computed by subtracting 

the value measured in SUP from the value recorded in STD and then referred to as “delta” (represented by 

“” before each HRV index label). Between-subgroup differences at pre-race (e.g., FIN vs. NON) were 

analyzed with unpaired Student's t-Test or a Mann-Whitney rank sum test, when normality check failed (45). 

In both the YAU and MM studies, normal distribution was tested with Shapiro-Wilk-Test and variance with 

the Equal-Variance-Test. Correlations between HRV indices and i) psychometrics or ii) training experience, 
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as well as correlations between performance and i) HRV indices or ii) training experience were assessed 

with Pearson Product-Moment-Correlation or, if normality was not passed, Spearman’s Rho. All statistical 

analyses were carried out with SigmaPlot ver. 12.3 (Systat Software, San José, CA, USA) (44, 45).  

2.5.2 Specific Statistics in the RSL Study 

From 24 enrolled subjects, 23 (ALL) were included in the analysis (one subject discontinued the trial before 

the start of HDT due to unrelated medical reasons), and all measurements could be performed (see Fig. 1C). 

To assess the time-course of HRV parameter and hemodynamic changes during and after HDT compared to 

baseline, data of HDT2, HDT28, HDT56, and R+10 were expressed as percentage changes from BDC-7 by 

dividing the values measured at each time point during HDT by the corresponding value measured in  

BDC-7 supine (= 100 % reference). Due to the properties of the logarithm (applied to HF and LF), normalized 

variables were expressed as the difference between the log-transformed value at each time point and the log-

transformed value at baseline (= reference zero level). The time-course of HRV parameter changes in supine 

position within and between subjects was assessed with two-factorial linear mixed models. “Subjects” were 

entered as random factors and bed rest “time” (HDT2, HDT28, HDT56, and R+10) and intervention “group” 

(CTRL and TRAIN, see section 2.3) were included as fixed factors. Significant effects of “time” and “group” 

or their interaction were followed up using contrasts (BDC-7 = reference for “time”). When only the factor 

“time” was significant, contrasts were performed irrespective of the intervention (i.e., CTRL and TRAIN 

were pooled). Regarding the orthostatic challenge (i.e., the position change from SUP to SIT) implemented 

before and after HDT, variables were expressed as delta () scores. The -score represents the difference 

between the value measured before HDT (BDC-7) and the respective value measured after bed rest (R+10) per 

subgroup (CTRL and TRAIN) and position (SUP and SIT). Thus, -scores represent changes from baseline 

values (i.e., BDC-7) and express the effects of HDT (respectively for group and position). Within-participant 

and between-participant differences in -scores were assessed using mixed models. “Position” and “group” 

were included as fixed and “subjects” as random factors. When the factor “position”, or “group”, or their 

interaction was significant, contrasts were performed to follow up on single comparisons. To evaluate a 

significant effect of HDT in a given group and posture, contrasts were used to determine whether each  

-score differed significantly from zero (= non-zero contrasts). Normality and homogeneity were tested by 

visual inspection of plots of residuals against fitted values. A sequentially rejective correction procedure was 

applied to correct for multiple comparisons. All statistical analyses were performed with the software 

package R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) (46).  

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Study A (YAU) 

Of the entire sample (ALL, n=16), 10 athletes completed the 690 km course (FIN). The remaining 6 

competitors withdrew prematurely (NON), e.g., due to fatigue or musculoskeletal complaints (see Table 2).  
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Due to no significant differences in baseline HRV between male and female, data were pooled regardless of 

gender for further analyses. Similarly, there were no differences in baseline HRV between FIN and NON 

(Figure 2). Mean HR significantly increased in both groups at D1. In FIN, it then gradually decreased again 

and was no longer significantly different at POST vs. PRE (Fig. 2A). At D1, a significant decrease in vagal 

drive indices was observed in both groups (which was only partially restored at POST in FIN, Fig. 2B–D). 

As indicated by significant decreases in HF (Fig. 2C), as well as increased DFA1, only in NON, this decrease 

at D1 was partly greater than in FIN. Conversely, only FIN exhibited significantly higher DFA2 over the 

entire race with respect to PRE (Fig. 2F). Further regarding sympathovagal balance, LF decreased at D1 in 

FIN and NON (Fig. 2E), leading to no significant changes in LF/HF. As for correlation analysis, in FIN at 

PRE, a lower HR was associated with both greater velocity (r -0.6, p 0.04), and higher pNN50+  

(r -0.7, p 0.03). At D1, the negative correlation between HR and NN50- (r -0.8, p 0.02) persisted in FIN. 

Regarding psychometric correlates, there was a significant decrease in positive mood in both groups at D1, 

as POMS Vigor decreased, while POMS Fatigue augmented. In FIN, this was mainly restored at POST. As 

 

FIGURE 2. Changes in HRV over the race in FIN and NON (YAU), adapted from (44). Vagal modulation 

(A-D) and sympathovagal balance (E-F) indices (reported as mean ± SD) in FIN (blue line) and in NON (red 

dash) across time-points (see 2.5.1 for subgroup details). *: significant difference vs. PRE within subgroup (p 

<0.05). §: significant difference vs. D1 within subgroup (p <0.05). No significant differences between subgroups. 
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for correlations between HRV and psychometrics, at PRE, NON displayed a significant positive correlation 

between NN50+ and Borg TQR (r 0.9, p 0.01), while a higher pNN50+ would also predict lower POMS 

Fatigue (r -0.8, p 0.04). At D1, Borg TQR correlated positively with DFA2 (r 0.8, p 0.03) in FIN.  

3.2 Study B (MM) 

 

FIGURE 3. Pre-race HRV in FIN vs. NON, and HT vs. PT (MM), adapted from (45). HRV indices (data 

reported as mean ± SD) assessed pre-race in (A, B) FIN (blue bar) vs. NON (red bar), and (C, D) HT (blue bar) 

vs. PT (red bar) in supine (SUP) and standing (STD) position (see 2.5.1 for subgroup details). $: significant 

difference for SUP vs. STD within subgroup (p <0.05). *: significant between-subgroup difference in the 

same position (p <0.05). 

From a total of 25 athletes (ALL), 14 reached the 100 km finish (FIN) and 11 withdrew before course 

completion (NON), e.g., due to exhaustion or musculoskeletal complaints. FIN displayed a lower overall 

velocity than NON (-1 km/h, p 0.09). Table 2 further depicts performance data. 

Standing position promoted a reduced vagal drive vs. supine in all athletes (Figure 3). Due to no significant 

gender differences in pre-race HRV, data were pooled irrespective of sex for further analyses. Similarly, 

there were no significant differences in pre-race HRV in FIN vs. NON (Fig. 3A, B). Regarding correlations 

between HRV and performance in FIN, velocity was negatively correlated with -HFnu and was positively 

associated with -DFA1 (Figure 4), a greater vagal drive decrease due to position change therefore predicting 

a higher velocity. No correlations between pre-race HRV and performance were found in NON. 

Training experience data was obtained from 24 subjects, as one athlete was not available to follow-up. All 

competitors amounted to a mean 30 ± 23 km walked or run per week, while subjective endurance training 

status was rated at averagely 7.5 ± 1.4 / 10. In ALL, a greater km/week related to higher STD-HFnu  

(r 0.5, p 0.01). No correlations between training experience and performance could be depicted in ALL.  
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As for subgroup assignment by training experience, STD-HFnu was greater in highly trained (HT) than in 

poorly trained (PT) subjects (+11.5, p 0.01; Fig. 3C). Also, a higher STD-DFA1 predicted a greater velocity 

in HT (r 0.6, p 0.04). No correlations between pre-race HRV and performance could be observed in PT.  

3.3 Study C (RSL)  

Continuous measurements of hemodynamic and cardiac autonomic modulation variables served to assess 

the extent and time-course of alterations promoted by HDT (Figure 5). Resting HR significantly increased 

FIGURE 4. Correlations between pre-race HRV and velocity in FIN (MM), adapted from (45). (A) Correlation 

between -HFnu  and velocity (r -0.7, p 0.01). (B) Correlation between -DFA1 and velocity (r 0.6, p 0.04). 

FIGURE 5. Changes in HRV through HDT (RSL), adapted from (46). Time-course of HR(V) indices for 

TRAIN (blue line) and CTRL (red dash) in supine position across time-points (see 2.3 for subgroup details). Data 

presented as mean ± SE with respect to baseline supine (HF, LF; SUP-BDC-7 = 0) or percent changes from  

baseline supine (HR, DFA1; SUP-BDC-7 = 100%). *: significant difference vs. BDC-7 within subgroup (p <0.05).  

#: significant between-subgroup difference (p <0.05). 
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only in CTRL from HDT28 on and was higher than in TRAIN at HDT56 and R+10 (no changes in TRAIN; 

Fig. 5A). Also, in CTRL, systolic blood pressure (SBP) significantly decreased at R+10 vs. BDC-7. HRV 

indices did not significantly change in TRAIN. In CTRL, both LF and HF significantly decreased at HDT28 

and HDT56 but recovered to be no longer different vs. BDC-7 at R+10 (Fig. 5B, C). Conversely, DFA1 increased 

from HDT28 on and remained increased until R+10 in CTRL (Fig. 5D). No changes or between-group 

differences were observed for LF/HF.  

Both before and after HDT, in both groups, orthostatic challenge promoted an increase in HR, LF/HF and 

DFA1, while HF decreased. However, HDT had a differential effect on the amplitude of the respective 

changes, i.e., -scores (Figure 6). HR -scores were not significantly different from zero in TRAIN.  

In CTRL, SUP-HR -scores were significantly higher than the SIT -score, as well as SUP-HR -scores in 

TRAIN (Fig. 6A). SUP-SBP -scores only in CTRL were negative and significantly different vs. BCD-7, 

and also different from the -score in SIT (which did not change). As for cardiac autonomic control, at R+10, 

CTRL exhibited a positive and significantly different -score for SIT-HF (i.e., HF was higher vs. BDC-7; 

Fig. 6B). Supine and sitting HF -scores in CTRL were also different vs. TRAIN, who exhibited a positive 

and significantly different -score for SUP-HF. In CTRL, SIT-LF/HF and SIT-DFA1 -scores were negative 

and different vs. BDC-7 (Fig. 6C, D). LF/HF and DFA1 -scores did not change in TRAIN. 

FIGURE 6. Changes in orthostatic reactivity after HDT (RSL), adapted from (46). Δ-scores of HR(V) indices, 

i.e., the difference (Δ) between the value measured at BDC-7 and the corresponding value measured at R+10 for 

supine (SUP) and sitting (SIT) position in TRAIN (blue bar) and CTRL (red bar), reported as mean ± SE (see 2.3 

for subgroup details). *: Δ-score significantly different from zero (p <0.05). *: significant difference for SUP vs. 

SIT Δ-score within subgroup (p <0.05). #: significant between-subgroup difference in the same position (p <0.05). 
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4. DISCUSSION  

The overarching aim of this investigation was to evaluate cardiac autonomic modulation, in terms of HRV, 

as a human physiologic response to and in extreme environments. The resulting dissertation is based on three 

different studies investigating short-term morning HRV under exceptional conditions, assessing i) the effect 

of respective environments on cardiac autonomic control, ii) associated influential factors, and iii) the value 

of (baseline) HRV assessment to predict human performance in and adaptability to extreme challenges. All 

three trials occupy particular value, as they were conducted in unique and not yet comparably investigated 

environments. This section will discuss the most important findings and contextualize them beyond the 

singular study. Overall, this dissertation shows that short-term HRV monitoring was effective and sensitive 

to detect physiological responses to different challenges that may be assimilated as an extreme environment. 

According to Millet, ultramarathon is an excellent model to study human adaptive potential, reflected by 

cardiac autonomic modulation, in extreme and adverse conditions (29). HRV may predict ultra-endurance 

performance (13), as greater race velocity or total distance have been associated with higher resting vagal 

drive at baseline (20, 21). Thus, short-term morning HRV measurements in ultra-endurance athletes may 

both mirror human adaptability and serve to recognize potentially more and less successful competitors (e.g., 

finishers and non-finishers) already pre-race (21, 22). This dissertation investigated cardiac autonomic 

modulation in two extraordinary ultramarathons. To our knowledge, the YAU study was the first to assess 

performance predictors at baseline, as well as respective changes during the race, in HRV parameters and 

psychometric correlates in competitors of a subarctic ultramarathon (44). The MM study analyzed the 

relationship between pre-race HRV, and both performance and training experience, in the particular setting 

of a 100 km walking ultramarathon (which represents a greatly prolonged but lower-intensity exercise) (45). 

Notably, to our knowledge, only one other study had investigated cardiac autonomic modulation in a  

24-hour walking race to this date (63). It was hypothesized that more successful athletes, i.e., finishers, could 

already at baseline be recognized through higher indices of vagal drive and total HRV, compared to  

non-finishers. However, in both YAU and MM studies, no differences in pre-race HRV indices between FIN 

and NON subgroups were respectively found (44, 45). Still, as there is little research investigating baseline 

differences and race success predictors by specifically comparing finishers and non-finishers (21, 22, 64), 

limited background exists to compare with the lack of pre-race HRV differences in FIN vs. NON (which 

may also have been influenced by the unique characteristics of both YAU and MM competitions). 

Associations between pre-race HRV and performance were investigated in both YAU and MM competitors. 

In FIN (YAU) athletes, negative correlations between supine resting HR (which again was correlated with 

vagal drive indices) and mean velocity at PRE and D1 were found, a lower HR therefore predicting a greater 

velocity (44). As the negative correlation between HR and NN50 statistics at PRE and D1 indicated the 

lower HR to be promoted by greater parasympathetic tone, a higher vagal drive during supine rest was 

concluded to predict greater velocity and performance, in line with previous investigations (20, 21). The 

importance of vagal drive preservation for performance and coping will be further underlined by findings of 
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HRV changes throughout the YAU race (44). In MM competitors, an orthostatic challenge (supine to 

standing) in contrast to an exclusively supine recording was implemented (45). Limited research on the 

association between pre-race HRV and its change during orthostatic challenge, and ultra-endurance 

competition performance, has been conducted so far (20, 65). Specifically, orthostatic provocation promotes 

a light and persistent shift towards increased sympathovagal balance and decreased parasympathetic drive 

(10), as reflected by higher DFA1 (66) and decreased HF (10). Thus, the dynamic changes in HRV indices 

through orthostatic challenge may more sensitively reflect the link between HRV and training status (10, 

11), such as exercise volume (67), as well as ultra-endurance performance (20). Indeed, in FIN (MM), only 

-values depicted the association between HRV and performance, as a greater decrease in vagal tone (HFnu), 

or higher sympathovagal activation (DFA1) upon position change predicted a higher velocity (45). These 

correlations are unlikely random, as they were observed in two completely different parameters: HFnu as a 

spectral index (54), and DFA1 as a recursive index of signal geometric complexity (62). Yet, an exact 

physiological explanation is challenging and may additionally require training experience assessment. As 

training periodization (such as training status and the current time-point at which an athlete performs, e.g., 

training vs. competition) significantly influences HRV changes (12), HRV measurements in extreme athletic 

environments may be contextualized through training history. In the MM study, a standardized questionnaire 

served to determine self-rated endurance training status and training volume (mean km walked or run per 

week), thus allowing categorization as highly (HT) or poorly trained (PT) (45). In line with previous findings 

on increased parasympathetic tone in direct correlation with longer training distances and duration (14-16), 

the HT group accounted for greater resting vagal drive than competitors with lower training volume (PT; 

see Fig. 3C). Similarly, correlation analysis for the entire sample ALL (MM) showed higher km/week and 

greater endurance capacity to relate to higher resting vagal tone (45), as supported by recent findings (8, 15). 

Yet, considering training periodization, converse to here assessed isolated pre-race resting HRV, vagal drive 

may decrease shortly before an upcoming competition, while increasing and then predominating 

sympathovagal balance could facilitate cardiac performance (e.g., with greater inotropic function) (68). 

Thus, the ability to supersede parasympathetic predominance promoted by long-term aerobic training may 

improve race performance (68), including a lower total time and higher velocity. This autonomic adaptability 

to external provocation exhibited by FIN (MM) might be crucial for successful ultra-endurance  

competition (20), allowing the ANS to instantly adapt the HR to the different level of effort and supply the 

required energy (68). However, in NON (MM), no correlations between HRV and performance were found. 

Although resting HRV was comparable in both FIN and NON (MM) competitors (Fig. 3), hypothetically, 

NON (MM) athletes may not have been able to sufficiently override vagal predominance (aiming to facilitate 

prolonged cardiac performance and race success) (45). Also, orthostatic stimulation may more specifically 

mirror exercise-induced HRV changes (i.e., parasympathetic responsiveness) and thus demonstrate 

associations between pre-race HRV and aerobic training response (11). Indeed, greater sympathovagal 

balance in standing position predicted higher velocity in the better trained HT subgroup (45). 
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Finally, changes in HRV parameters, and psychometric correlates were assessed over the course of the YAU 

competition, which exposed athletes to a three-folded stress stimulus (44): i) strenuous ultra-endurance 

exercise, ii) the extreme environment of subarctic winter and iii) impaired rest and sleep deprivation (28). 

The greatest impact on cardiac autonomic control and mood was observed during the first race segment 

PRE–D1, possibly related to the stress of entering the race (69), the great distance of 277 km (and significant 

elevation gains) and arduous weather conditions in early February (which tend to alleviate over the race 

duration). A decrease in vagal drive and total HRV usually occurs during acute exercise and is observable 

directly afterwards (70, 71). Similarly, YAU athletes at D1 exhibited an increased resting HR and reduced 

vagal drive indices, such as NN50 statistics and SampEn (Fig. 2A–D) (44). Lower SampEn values may 

indicate impaired reactivity to environmental stimuli (72) and enhanced sympathovagal modulation was 

suggested by differences in the distribution of HR accelerations (pNN50-) and decelerations (pNN50+) (56). 

Furthermore, the observed correlations between NN50 statistics and HR suggested the decrease in vagal 

drive to have mediated the respective changes in resting HR at PRE and D1 (44). Considering significant 

decreases in HF (Fig. 2C), and increased DFA1 (representing vagal withdrawal) (59) at D1 only in NON 

(YAU), the decrease in parasympathetic tone may have been greater than in FIN (YAU). This could display 

the inability of NON (YAU) competitors to adapt to the arduous race conditions already at the beginning, 

concurrent with reduced HRV (44). However, in FIN (YAU), vagal tone indices recovered already during 

the race (possibly due to the very long duration, as well as successful adaptation to adverse conditions) (44). 

Comparably, previous studies found restoration of impaired vagal drive after ultra-endurance races, 

depending on exercise intensity and training status (20, 64, 73). After D1, the increased HR (mirroring 

impaired recovery and physiological strain), decreased again, and was no longer different at POST vs. PRE 

(Fig. 2A). Concurrently, vagal drive indices partly recovered post-race (Fig. 2 B–D). This restoration of 

autonomic balance towards the finish is considerable, especially regarding the distance of 307 km and 

greatest elevation gains between D2 and POST (44). As, after D1, correlations between resting HR and vagal 

drive indices were no longer detectable, other factors may have contributed to the restoration of HR(V) – 

such as psychometric correlates. The POMS questionnaire sensitively depicted decreased positive mood 

after the first race segment (PRE–D1), but in FIN (YAU), this was partly restored until POST (44). Previous 

studies support the hypothesis that the recovered wellbeing may have contributed to vagal tone restoration 

(51, 74). Indeed, a higher vagal drive (NN50+) at baseline predicted a better recovery (Borg TQR) in NON. 

Additionally, only FIN (YAU) displayed enhanced DFA2 over the entire race compared to PRE (Fig. 2F), 

and Borg TQR was positively correlated with DFA2 at D1 (44). Higher need of alertness during the subarctic 

ultramarathon may hence have mediated the increase in DFA2 (59), and then contributed to greater recovery 

in optimally coping FIN (YAU). All this highlights the significant interplay of cardiac autonomic balance 

and psychometric correlates for adaptation and athletic achievement in extreme environments (44).  

In contrast to the great challenge of arduous exercise during ultramarathon competition, bed rest trials as a 

microgravity analog simulation present an equally grave strain on human physiologic adaptability and 

resilience (46). Exemplarily, cardiovascular deconditioning is one of the most problematic features observed 
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after spaceflight and microgravity analog trials (32, 75). The RSL study investigated the value of short-term 

morning HRV measurements to monitor the exact time-course and extent of changes in cardiac autonomic 

control parameters and hemodynamics induced by the “extreme environment" of a 60-day HDT bed-rest 

challenge in a countermeasure (TRAIN) and control (CTRL) group, with, to our knowledge, the highest 

number of subjects in such a specific study so far (46). In subjects not undergoing countermeasures (CTRL), 

short-term morning HRV assessment reliably depicted detriments in cardiovascular control and autonomic 

balance reflected by i) a continuous increase in resting HR, ii) significant alterations in HRV from mid-term 

HDT on (HDT28), and iii) persisting detriments after a 10-day recovery, suggesting prevailing cardiovascular 

deconditioning. However, these alteration were effectively mitigated by a short-duration high-intensity 

lower body training (possibly through activation of central cardiac modulation mechanisms), which may 

thus serve to counteract adverse effects of prolonged inactivity or microgravity exposure (46).  

Generally, the extreme load of prolonged HDT manifests in a significant fluid shift to the upper body, 

mediating a decreased vagal drive in HRV and increased vasomotor sympathetic tone, as well as decreased 

baroreflex sensitivity (37), whereas findings on sympathovagal balance alterations are partly  

contradictive (34). Similar to previous findings (40), HR significantly increased in CTRL from HDT28 on, 

remaining elevated until the recovery period, and was significantly higher than in TRAIN at HDT56 and R+10. 

Also, CTRL exhibited a marked decrease in SBP at R+10 (whereas no hypotensive effects were detected in 

TRAIN), which suggested long-term impairment of BP regulation and possible orthostatic hypotension 

through 60-day HDT without countermeasures (46). Regarding HRV, HF and LF were reduced at HDT28 

and HDT56 (but this was restored through a 10-day recovery). Additionally, both LF/HF (although only 

trending for significance), a marker of sympathovagal balance, and DFA1 (an increase indicating greater 

sympathetic activation), had increased at HDT28 and HDT56 (46). Thus, the observed HRV alterations in the 

CTRL group were concluded to be promoted through reduced vagal drive (confirmed by respiratory rate 

assessment) and increased sympathovagal balance (46). Conversely, in TRAIN, resting HR, as well as vagal 

drive and sympathovagal balance indices, did not significantly change. This is in line with recent studies 

showing beneficial adaptations in cardiac autonomic modulation through anaerobic short-term exercise (17) 

even for cardiovascularly compromised patients (18, 19). In our study, the stable resting HR in TRAIN 

during HDT may represent a training-induced vagal tone enhancement, which would be supported by the 

significantly different positive -score in SUP-HF (Fig. 6B) (46). Previous countermeasure trials underline 

the importance of exercise to mitigate cardiovascular deconditioning (33, 41), but training alone may be 

insufficient, as earlier studies showed only the combination of aerobic and/or resistive exercise with 

additional countermeasures (e.g., plasma volume restoration, whole body vibration) to alleviate detrimental 

effects of HDT (75, 76). Another trial demonstrated high-intensity resistive exercise only when coupled with 

aerobic exercise during lower-body negative pressure application to preserve orthostatic tolerance during 

bed rest (77). Considerably, the here implemented isolated exercise protocol effectively mitigated 

cardiovascular autonomic deconditioning (mainly affecting fast vagal modulation) (46), in support of 

previous observations (17).  
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As orthostatic intolerance is one of the most common and problematic features of cardiovascular 

deconditioning in microgravity (78), a supine-sit challenge at baseline and during recovery was additionally 

implemented to evaluate the response to orthostatic stimulation after HDT. In all subjects, the position 

change at both timepoints promoted an expectable increase in LF/HF and DFA1, whereas HF  

decreased (10, 11, 46). However, as the amplitude of changes differed, HDT impacted HRV indices more 

in one or the other position. Exemplarily, in CTRL, SUP-HR -scores were significantly higher than in the 

sitting position, and in TRAIN (where -scores in both positions were closer to zero) (46). The significant 

negative -score in SUP-SBP for CTRL indicates a possible hypotensive effect (underlined by the decrease 

in supine SBP at R+10 only in CTRL), and the significant difference in SBP -scores between SUP and SIT 

suggests posture-dependent long-term hemodynamic alterations through HDT (46). Impaired 

sympathovagal activation upon orthostatic challenge, and consequently possible orthostatic intolerance  

(35, 40) in CTRL at R+10 was further indicated by a significant positive -score for SIT-HF and reduced -

scores for DFA1 and LF/HF in sitting position vs. BDC-7. TRAIN exhibited less altered orthostatic reactivity, 

especially without changed sympathovagal balance or hypotension. Also, HF -scores were positive in both 

positions for TRAIN. Thus, the implemented high-intensity exercise may have promoted preservation and/or 

faster recovery of physiological autonomic reactivity to orthostatism during the challenge of  

prolonged HDT bed rest (46). 

Several possible limitations deserve attention. Both YAU and MM subject samples consisted of athletes from 

three different editions (44, 45). Yet, as ultra-endurance races still account for less competitors than other, 

more popular sports events (79), it is difficult to recruit larger samples in singular editions. Regarding the 

YAU, a sample of n=16 was deemed appropriate, as from a total of 78 athletes over the three editions, 27 

primarily enrolled (Fig. 1A). Also, for the MM study, a sample of n=25 was regarded to be sufficient, as 

research on HRV in ultra-endurance athletes usually accounts for 10-30 subjects (20, 63, 73). Female 

proportions of the entire sample accounted for 25% (YAU) and 40% (MM) (44, 45). Greater female samples 

are generally required in ultra-endurance research. Notably, no sex differences in pre-race HRV could be 

detected in both YAU and MM athletes (44, 45). Still, HRV may also be influenced by the menstrual cycle 

(80), body composition (81) and physical activity (82, 83), and most evidence on sex differences was 

obtained in standard populations (7), from which female ultramarathoners may differ. In the YAU, there were 

significant differences in the distances between measurement points, which were chosen due to practical 

concerns, also aiming to standardize measurement conditions (see section 2.1) (44). In the RSL study, only 

men were recruited (46), as is common in HDT trials (37). Future trials should investigate the value of short-

duration high-intensity exercise to counteract cardiovascular deconditioning in microgravity analog studies 

with greater sample sizes and female subjects. Also, diversity in study design and training concepts 

complicate a direct comparison of the sledge jump protocol with previous trials (46). Finally, HDT may 

demonstrate similar findings as actual microgravity, but still represents an earth-based analog with  

specific limitations (36). 
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4.1 Conclusion 

This dissertation assessed short-term morning HRV as a human physiologic response to and in extreme 

environments. First, the value of baseline HRV measurement for performance prediction, as well as its 

association with psychological correlates and training experience, was examined in competitors of two 

unique ultramarathon races. A higher vagal tone during supine rest, as well as greater sympathovagal 

activation reactive to orthostatic stimulation at baseline may predict better adaptability and performance in 

extreme environments, such as ultramarathon. Incorporating an orthostatic challenge may provide additional 

information on the dynamic adaptability of the ANS to physiologic challenges, compared to HRV 

assessment during exclusively supine rest. The extent of early vagal withdrawal, as well as the timing and 

potential of its recovery during ultra-endurance performance may be crucial for successful adaptation to 

extreme challenges. Also, self-reported endurance training experience may reliably relate to vagal drive and 

thus serve to contextualize HRV measurements. Finally, assessment of short-term morning HRV and 

psychological profile may serve to monitor and partly predict performance in such extreme ultra-endurance 

competitions. Practical applications include training, underlining the importance of greater vagal drive (and 

its restoration after successful coping with physiological challenges), as well as mood states and motivation, 

especially in prolonged ultra-endurance exercise and adverse environments. Furthermore, HRV assessment 

served to monitor the exact time-course and extent of hemodynamic and cardiac autonomic alterations and 

detriments promoted through a 60-day HDT trial. Cardiovascular and autonomic deconditioning may occur 

with differential temporal dynamics during mid- and long-term HDT, and partially persist after a recovery 

period (with differential orthostatic reactivity), in subjects not undergoing countermeasures. Conversely, 

regular short-duration high-intensity exercise involving the lower body successfully mitigated some 

autonomic cardiovascular detriments promoted by HDT and accelerated their respective recovery. Thus, the 

implemented training protocol may represent an effective countermeasure against cardiovascular 

deconditioning during prolonged inactivity and simulated microgravity. Further studies should investigate 

specific application, training protocols and benefits of high-intensity training also regarding clinical 

applications, such as prolonged bed rest during hospitalization, and cardiovascular pathologies.  

To conclude, short-term morning HRV monitoring effectively and sensitively depicted physiological 

responses to different extreme challenges and conditions. This investigation underlines the crucial role of 

cardiac autonomic modulation and its dynamic ability to adapt to internal and external stressors and 

conditions for human physiologic adaptation and resilience in extreme environments. 
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